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In this work, the crystallization behavior of poly (lactic acid) (PLA)/amine-modiﬁed silica nanocomposites at different loadings of amine-modiﬁed silica (1, 2, and 8 wt %) under isothermal, nonisothermal, and isothermal under compressed CO2 is studied. A signiﬁcant improvement in crystallization rate was observed after introduction of the nanoparticles. A modiﬁed Hoffman-Lauritzen nucleation
theory was utilized to explain the facilitation and acceleration of the crystallization process of nanocomposites with introducing the surface energy of the nanoparticles and interfacial energy between
polymer/nanoparticle into the rate equation. After incorporation of the nanoparticles, three-dimensional
spherulites formed sporadically in the PLA matrix based on the prediction of the Avrami exponents of the
nanocomposites. High-pressure DSC results also showed an increase in the crystallization rate at 15 bar
compared with the atmospheric pressure condition. However, an increase in pressure up to 21 bar had no
signiﬁcant effect on the crystallization rate. The PLA nanocomposites with lower molecular weights and
D-content also showed a signiﬁcant increase in the crystallization rate but with no change in the crystallization mechanism.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Poly (lactic acid) (PLA) is an aliphatic polyester composed of
lactic acid (2-hydroxy propionic acid) building blocks derived from
renewable plant sources. As a biodegradable and compostable
thermoplastic, PLA is a promising sustainable material which can
contribute to resolving the environmental issues such as waste
disposal [1,2]. Furthermore, in addition to its environmentally
benign characteristics, the biodegradable and biocompatible characteristics of PLA has made this polymer an ideal material for
biomedical applications and food packaging products [3e6]. On the
other hand, the mechanical properties such as appropriate modulus
and physical properties like clarity of PLA make it a prospective
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candidate to replace petroleum-based synthetic polymers [7].
One promising application for PLA is being used as polymeric
foam materials. Polymeric foams are interesting lightweight materials with proper mechanical, energy absorbing, and insulation
properties [8]. In addition to the general advantages of foam materials, PLA foams have the biodegradable and biocompatible
characteristics, which make them an attractive replacement for
commodity foam products for addressing global waste disposal
concerns [4]. Despite numerous valuable advances, production of
PLA foams with uniform morphology using physical blowing agents
is still challenging [9]. One barrier for PLA foam production is its
low melt-strength. Various methods, such as introducing chain
extenders [10], branching the chains [2,11], and compounding with
various ﬁllers and additives (micro and nanoparticles) [12e14] have
been used to address the low melt strength of PLA. In addition to
melt strength, improvement in crystallization behavior and crystallinity can further improve the mechanical properties of PLA
[15e19].
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Nanoparticles can be used to improve PLA foamability through
the improvement in crystallization, melt strength, and reduction
of interfacial tension of the PLA system. It has been shown that
both carbon dioxide (CO2) dissolution [20,21] and the addition of
nanoparticles [22] can reduce the interfacial tension of PLA e CO2
mixtures. In addition, nanoparticles can serve as nucleating
agents in the nucleation step of foaming [23,24]. Moreover, in
nucleation step in crystallization a pre-existing surface causes the
reduction in free energy barrier against the primary crystallization
nucleation. It was shown that in polypropylene composites ﬁlled
with hydrophobic fumed silica (modiﬁed with dimethyldichlorosilane), the nucleus size for crystallization decreases with
incorporation of foreign surfaces as result of less resistance in
creation of interface between the crystal and substrate compared
with that of free polymer [25,26]. This would be an important
factor in improvement of PLA crystallization with very slow
kinetics.
In this paper, the crystallization behavior of PLA/silica nanocomposites at different loadings of silica in both isothermal and
non-isothermal conditions is studied. Prior to crystallization analysis, a proper surface modiﬁcation of the silica nanoparticles is
selected to satisfy the need for a well-dispersed nanocomposites,
higher-absorption of CO2, and a faster crystallization rate. Surface
energy of the nanoparticles and interfacial energy between polymer/nanoparticle at high temperatures are approximated in a
modiﬁed Hoffman-Lauritzen nucleation theory to explain the acceleration of the crystallization process in the presence of nanoparticles. In order to consider the crystallization improvement for
foaming processes, isothermal crystallization under compressed
CO2 is also investigated. The heterogeneous nucleation provided by
nucleation agents such as silica nanoparticles improves the crystallization rate at high temperatures when there is less driving
force for homogeneous nucleation. In addition to the role as a
blowing agent in foaming, the effect of carbon dioxide as a plasticizer on crystallization is expected to be more dominant at lower
temperatures where higher chain mobility is required for crystallization. That is the reason why the effect of CO2 has been studied at
a low and narrow crystallization temperature window. Combining
nucleation (through heterogeneous nucleation of surface-modiﬁed
silica nanoparticles) and plasticization (via dissolution of carbon
dioxide in polymer matrices) is expected to increase the crystallization rate and broaden the crystallization temperature window in
the foaming process of PLA.
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triethoxysilane (APTES) (99% - Sigma-Aldrich) was used for surface
modiﬁcation of the silica nanoparticles. The deionized water was
from a Millipore Milli-Q system with 18.2 MU resistivity.
2.2. Synthesis, surface modiﬁcation, and compounding of silica
nanoparticles
The synthesis, surface modiﬁcation, and characterization of the
silica nanoparticles can be found more in detail in our previous
work [22]. Brieﬂy, the nanoparticles were synthesized using the
€ ber method [27] and then they were separated, washed, and
Sto
dried in an oven. The (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane (APTES)
was used for surface modiﬁcation of the nanoparticles [22,28,29].
Following the surface modiﬁcation of the silica nanoparticles, they
were dispersed in PLA via melt mixing utilizing a lab scale twinscrew extruder (Haake Mini Lab Rheomex CTW5). The mixing
temperature (180  C), speed (150 rpm) and the mixing time were
chosen based on some preliminary thermal and mixing experiments to achieve a high level of mixing and also prevent polymer
degradation.
2.3. Characterization
Morphology and dispersion of the nanoparticles in PLA was
obtained using ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (Ultra, Zeiss). Thermal analysis was performed using a
DSC2000 (TA Instruments) at atmospheric pressure and a DSC 204
HP (NETZSCH, Germany) at high pressures of CO2. The crystal
structure of PLA was characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD)
techniques (Bruker) with Cu-Ka radiation with wavelength of
1.5406 Å operating at 40 kV and 30 mA.
2.4. Isothermal analysis and kinetics of crystallization

2. Experimental

Calorimetry was used to study the kinetics of crystallization. The
samples were heated from room temperature to 200  C at the rate
of 10  C/min then equilibrated at that temperature for 5 min to
remove all previous thermal and stress histories. The samples were
cooled to the isothermal temperature at the rate of 30  C/min and
then were equilibrated at the isothermal temperature, and heat
ﬂow was measured as a function of time for 60 min or until crystallization was completed. The heat ﬂow data was converted to a
fraction relative to the ﬁnal crystallinity level, and the results were
plotted as a function of time to obtain Avrami plots. The Avrami
equation (1) was used to analyze the crystallization kinetics of the
samples [30,31]:

2.1. Materials

xðtÞ ¼ 1  eðktÞ

Three different grades of polylactic acid (PLA) under trade
names of 2002D, 3001D, and 4032D were kindly provided by
NatureWorks Inc. The molecular weight and D-content of the PLA
grades are listed in Table 1. Chromatographic grade carbon dioxide
with a purity of 99.98% was purchased from Linde Gas for highpressure DSC measurements. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOSSigma-Aldrich) and ammonium hydroxide (28e30% solution Sigma-Aldrich), were used for synthesis and (3-Aminopropyl)

where x(t) is the relative crystallinity at time t, k is a kinetic rate
constant and n is the Avrami exponent. The double-log Avrami
plots of ln(ln(1x(t))) versus ln(t) were plotted to obtain the
Avrami exponent, n, and the crystallization kinetic constant, k.
The Avrami exponent normally has a value, which lies between
2 and 4 for polymer crystallization, and it determines the mechanism of nucleation (homogeneous or heterogeneous and simultaneous or sporadic), the dimensionality of crystal growth (two or
three dimensional) and growth mechanism (linear or diffusion
controlled) of the system. The higher Avrami exponents are
attributed to sporadic (or combination of sporadic and simultaneous) nucleation with three-dimensional spherulitic growth. On
the other hand, the lower exponent values represent instantaneous
(accompanied with some sporadic) nucleation with twodimensional growth [7,32]. Another important piece of information obtained from isothermal crystallization is the crystallization

Table 1
Molecular weight and D-content of PLA materials in the current work.
PLA trade name

Number average molecular weight (kg/mol)

D-content (%)

PLA 2002D
PLA 3001D
PLA 4032D

100
72
58

4.5
1.4
1.8

n

(1)

102
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half-time (t 1/2) which is deﬁned as the time it takes to reach 50% of
crystallization. The reciprocal of t 1/2 is a measure of crystallization
kinetics and is deﬁned as the crystallization rate (G). It should be
mentioned that due to the simpliﬁcations in derivation of the
Avrami equation, it is not necessarily accurate to draw a deﬁnite
conclusion on the microscopic mechanism of the crystal growth
without morphological information [33].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Calculation of the surface energy and its effect on dispersion of
nanoparticles and crystallization of PLA
The size, uniformity, and surface modiﬁcation of silica nanoparticles has been already examined with SEM, TEM, DLS, and FTIR,
and the results were presented in our previous work [22]. The silica
nanoparticles were spherical and monodispersed with a z-average
size of 100 nm. Fig. 1 shows the SEM image of the cryogenically
fractured surface of PLA 2 wt% nanocomposite at two different
magniﬁcations. The surface modiﬁed silica nanoparticles show
excellent distribution and good dispersion inside the polymeric
matrices, and the individual spherical particles and small aggregates of two to three particles are uniformly distributed inside the
PLA matrices.
The surfaces of silica nanoparticles are modiﬁed with amine
containing silanes for the following reasons: ﬁrst of all, it provides a
surface with lower energy. The surfaceemodiﬁed silica contributes
to better dispersion of the particles in the matrices and the work of
adhesion will be higher in the case of a proper selection of surface
modiﬁcation. Secondly, the amine group can improve the adsorption of CO2 on the surface of the silica particles [34] via induced
interaction between the basic amines functional groups on the
surface of modiﬁed particles and the acidic CO2 molecules to form
ammonium carbamates in anhydrous conditions [35]. Thirdly, the
amphiphilic characteristic of the surfaceemodiﬁed nanoparticles,
and their afﬁnity towards CO2, promotes their irreversible adsorption to the polymer/CO2 interface [22]. On the other hand, the
threeephase contact angle between nanoparticle/polymer/CO2 is a
determining factor in the free energy barrier for heterogeneous
nucleation (Whet) in polymer foams [36,37]:

Whet ¼

16pg3l F
3 Pbubble  Psystem

 ¼ Whomo F

(2)

where F is the energy reduction factor for heterogeneous nucleation and gl is the liquid (melt) surface tension, P bubble is the
pressure inside the critical bubble, and P system is the system pressure. The factor depends on the geometry of the nucleating site and
it can be a function of q [38]:

FðqÞ ¼

2 þ 3 cos q  cos3 q
4

(3)

where q is the three e phase contact angle between nanoparticle
(solid)/polymer (liquid)/CO2 (gas) from Young’s equation:

gl cos q ¼ gs  gsl

(4)

where gl is the liquid-vapor surface tension, gs is the solid-vapor
surface tension, and gsl is the solid-liquid interfacial tension
Equation (3) shows that an increase in q leads to a decrease in F and
consequently Whet. Considering Young’s equation, in order to have
a larger q one can either decreases gs or increases gsl. On the other
hand, due to low surface energy of polymer melts, a low-energy
solid-gas interface is required to minimize the interfacial tension
between the dispersed particles and the polymer matrix for
improvement of particles wettability, better dispersion of particles
and a uniform composite. Moreover, in foams stabilized with
nanoparticles it is required for the particles to have the ability to
adsorb to the interface of the two phases. Partial wetting of the
solid particles by the two phases is one of the key requirements for
their adsorption at the interface [39]. In polymer foams, surface
modiﬁcation of silica with CO2ephilic functional groups is shown to
promote nanoparticles’ adsorption to the polymer-carbon dioxide
interface with high binding energies to the interface [22]. As a
result of all this, surface modiﬁcation of silica nanoparticles in the
current study is a key step to both reduce the energy barrier for
nucleation in foaming and to provide a low surface energy particle
for better dispersion.
Contact angle measurements of silicon wafers and silicon
modiﬁed with APTES at room and high temperatures are used to

Fig. 1. SEM image of 2 wt% PLA nanocomposite fractured in liquid nitrogen. The large image is at 1k and the inset is at 50k magniﬁcation.
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Table 2
Surface energy calculation of silicon and silicon-APTES and corresponding interfacial tension with PLA at high temperatures.
Temperature



C

153
170
180

PLA

Silicon

Surface tension

Contact angle

2



Silicon APTES
Surface energy (Neumann)
2

Interfacial tension



Surface energy (Neumann)

( )

(mJ/m )

(mJ/m )

( )

(mJ/m )

(mJ/m2)

23.2
21.0
19.0

65.8
67.3
68.6

11.8
10.3
9.1

2.4
2.3
2.1

53.9
55.1
56.7

14.9
13.1
11.5

1.2
1.2
1.1

3.2. Isothermal and non-isothermal melt crystallization of
nanocomposites
The non-isothermal thermal plots of PLA and PLA silica

2

Interfacial tension

(mJ/m )

determine the surface energy of the nanoparticles (Table S1). The
surface of silicon has a natural oxide layer that makes it chemically
identical to silica. The same surface can be modiﬁed with different
silanes or polymers to study the contact angle and wetting properties of the corresponding particles [22,40].
Contact angle and pendant drop measurements at high temperature were carried as described previously [20,41]. As shown in
Table 2, at high temperatures, the silicon-APTES contact angle is
lower than the unmodiﬁed one, showing more compatibility and
afﬁnity between nanoparticles and PLA. Both modiﬁed and unmodiﬁed silicon samples show a slight increase in contact angle
with an increase in temperature possibly due to different thermal
coefﬁcients for surface tension and surface energy (Fig. S2). Based
on surface tension measurement of the PLA melt at high temperatures presented in Fig. S1 and the contact angle measurement in
Fig. S2, one can measure the work of adhesion via Young-Dupre’s
equation. The calculated work of adhesion (Fig. 2) for surface
modiﬁed nanoparticles is higher than the unmodiﬁed one, showing
better interaction between the APTES-modiﬁed silica and PLA.
Nanoparticles with lower surface energy and higher work of
adhesion result in higher levels of dispersion. Acquiring higher
dispersion is a key step to practically achieve the desired properties
of the composite. In the case of nanoparticles as nucleating agents
in crystallization, a better dispersion means more individual
nucleating sites across the matrices [42].

2

Contact angle

Fig. 3. Cooling segment of non-isothermal thermal analysis of PLA and its silica
nanocomposites obtained at atmospheric pressure with 2  C/min cooling rate (peaks
are exothermic).

nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 3. Cooling graphs were obtained
at a 2  C/min cooling rate at atmospheric pressure. The corresponding thermal properties are also shown in Table 3. Although it
underwent cold-crystallization and the subsequently formed
crystals were melted, there is no detectable peak for virgin PLA
during the cooling section. In PLA 2002D, the melting peak
appeared only during the second heating of a heat/cool/heat cycle
as a result of cold-crystallization caused by rearrangement of
polymer chains upon heating. The slow crystallization kinetics of
the 2002D PLA samples is a result of their high D-content and high
molecular weight [43,44]. Even at low cooling rates, the time
necessary for polymer chain rearrangement and reorientation is
longer than the time required for measurement. In other words,
stable nuclei cannot be formed at fast cooling rates and at higher
temperatures [45]. This problem also arises when there is a large
amount of co-monomers that possess different stereochemistry
[44]. Only after rearrangement during cooling and the availability
of more activation energy during heating does the material show
cold-crystallization, and consequently, a melting peak. At higher
cooling and heating rates (10  C/min), both cold-crystallization and
melting peaks are barely detectable for PLA 2002D. However, after

Table 3
Summary of non-isothermal analysis of PLA and PLA-silica nanocomposites.

Fig. 2. Work of adhesion between PLA and silicon and silicon-APTES surfaces as representatives of silica and silica-APTES nanoparticle surfaces.

Samples

Tc ( C)

DHc (J/g)

Crystallinity %

PLA 2002D
0.5 wt%
1 wt%
2 wt%
8 wt%

e
101
101
104
107

e
9
8
18
23

e
10
9
19
25

104
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Fig. 4. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns of PLA and its corresponding
silica nanocomposites.

the incorporation of only a small amount of surface modiﬁed silica
nanoparticles (0.5 wt%), a signiﬁcant change in crystallization
behavior of PLA can be observed; exothermic crystallization peaks
appear at temperatures between 100 and 107  C for different
loadings of silica. Both polymer/nanoparticles interaction and the
existence of a crystallographic relationships between the ﬁller and
the polymer crystalline structure could be the reason for the

observed nucleating effect of the modiﬁed silica nanoparticles [46].
An increase in the amount of silica nanoparticles leads to an increase in both crystallization temperature and heat of crystallization up to 107  C and 23 J/g, respectively. The shifts to higher
crystallization temperatures by the presence of surface modiﬁed
silica indicate an acceleration in the overall PLA crystallization [47].
Fig. 4 shows the wide-angle XRD patterns of PLA and PLA silica
nanocomposites. For the virgin PLA, there is no distinct peak, and
only a wide peak can be seen while all the nanocomposites show a
type crystal structure with orthorhombic unit cells with diffraction
peaks at 2q ¼ 16.8, 19.2, and 22.3 corresponding to (110), (203) and
(205) crystal planes [7,48,49]. The intensity of a peaks is nearly
constant with an increase in the amount of silica nanoparticles.
Isothermal analysis has been performed at temperatures in the
range of non-isothermal crystallization peaks. Two temperatures,
102 and 110  C, were selected based on the crystallization peaks of
the non-isothermal curves. As expected, there was no peak for PLA.
However, from Fig. 5 one can observe that after the incorporation of
0.5 wt% surface-modiﬁed silica nanoparticles, the isothermal peak
appears with crystallization half-times of 12.5 and 9.2 min for 102
and 110  C, respectively. As a general trend for the isothermal
curves at both temperatures, the half-time decreases with an increase in the amount of surface modiﬁed silica nanoparticles [7,50].

3.2.1. Comparison of nucleation rate in pure matrix and
nanocomposite based on Hoffman-Lauritzen nucleation theory
The Hoffman-Lauritzen nucleation theory is used to show the
effect of the nanoparticles and their surface modiﬁcation on crystallization nucleation. Hoffman et al. [51] developed a model to

Fig. 5. Isothermal DSC plots of PLA 2002D and its silica nanocomposites at a) 102  C and b) 110  C (peaks are exothermic) and Relative crystallinity plots of PLA 2002D silica
nanocomposites at c) 102  C and d) 110  C.
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Scheme 1. Schematic representation of a nucleus: a) inside the matrix of a nanocomposite or in pure polymer; b) on the surface of a nanoparticle.

investigate the steady state nucleation rate in crystallization rate of
polymers.


I ¼ Io exp 




U*
D4*
exp 
kðT  T∞ Þ
kT

(5)

where U* is the activation energy for reptational diffusion, T is the
absolute temperature, D4* is the free energy of formation of a nucleus of critical size, and k is the Boltzmann constant. T∞ is the
temperature at which all the motions associated with viscous ﬂow
stop, and is related to the glass transition temperature of the
polymer. The D4* term in equation (5) is deﬁned as follows:

D4* ¼ 2nabse þ 2nals þ 2bls  nablðDf Þ

(6)

where a, b, and l are width, thickness and length of a stem and a
nucleus is composed of n stems. s and se are lateral and fold surface
Table 4
Avrami exponent, kinetic constant, half-time, and crystallization rate of the
PLA2002D silica nanocomposites at 102 and 110  C.
Sample

Temperature ( C)

n

k

t

0.5 wt%
1 wt%
2 wt%
8 wt%
0.5 wt%
1 wt%
2 wt%
8 wt%

102

3.15
4.64
3.17
3.63
2.57
2.36
2.29
2.62

1.04
0.75
1.06
2.77
1.52
1.27
2.60
2.50

12.5
10.8
9.4
8.4
9.2
10.2
7.2
6.6

110

1/2

(min)

G (min1)
0.080
0.092
0.106
0.119
0.108
0.098
0.138
0.151

free energies of nucleus, respectively. Df is the bulk free energy of
fusion.
As it can be observed in equation (6), only the polymer bulk
properties deﬁne the free energy of nucleus formation. As illustrated in Scheme 1, the free energy of formation of a nucleus
starting from the surface of a nanoparticle is different from a nucleus starting inside the matrix of a polymer [52]. The free energy of
formation of a nucleus in presence of a nanoparticle can be written
as:

D4*nano ¼ 2nabse þ nalðs þ snn  smn Þ þ 2bls  nablðDf Þ

(7)

where smn is the melt-nanoparticle interfacial energy and snn the
nucleus-nanoparticle interfacial energy.
Derivation of the free energy of nucleation with respect to the
nucleus dimensions results to a set of equations for each scenario
(with or without nanoparticles). Solving the equations leads to
obtaining the critical dimensions of the nucleus (a*, b*, and l*). The
D4* for both cases are developed and used to ﬁnd the nucleation
rate of both nuclei starting from the surface of nanoparticles and
starting inside the matrix of pure polymer as follows:


I ¼ Io exp 




U*
16se s
exp 
ð2
s
Þ
kðT  T∞ Þ
kT Df 2


Inano ¼ Io exp 

(8)




U*
16se s
exp 
ðs þ snn  smn Þ
2
kðT  T∞ Þ
kT Df

Fig. 6. Avrami double-log plots of PLA2002D silica nanocomposites at a) 102  C and b) 110  C.

(9)

106
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The obtained nucleation rate in presence of a nanoparticle is
similar to the case of non-coherent surface nucleation formulated
by Hoffman and Lauritzen [52] where non-coherent surface
nucleation term was used for molecules with different orientation
on the nucleus surface from that of substrate polymer crystal.
Nucleus-nanoparticle interfacial energy is slightly higher that
melt-nanoparticle interfacial energy, so snnsmnz0 and s
[(snnsmn). Therefore, the second exponential of equation (9) is
much larger than the same term in equation (8) leading to the
conclusion that the nucleation in the presence of nanoparticle
surfaces is much faster and more facile to occur than the pure
polymer state (in this speciﬁc grade of PLA).
Following the nucleation rate, the rate of crystallization can also
be expressed as [51].


G ¼ Go exp 




U*
4bse s
exp 
kðT  T∞ Þ
kT Df

(10)

where G0 is the pre-exponential factor. If the nucleation step is very
slow, the required time for start of crystallization would prolong
that results in very long crystallization induction time. In the other
words, one can say that if the energy barrier for nucleation is
signiﬁcantly high the time scale of this process is too long and
consequently no growth happens. Fig. 3 shows that on the time
scale of the experiment there is no crystallization occurring in pure
polymer while occurrence of crystallization is obvious in all
nanocomposite samples. Since there is no difference between the
growth rate of pure polymer and nanocomposites (equation (10)), it
can be concluded that nucleation is the determining step in crystallization of PLA 2002 and lack of nucleation prevent the crystallization in the time scale of calorimetry experiment. Modiﬁed
Hoffman-Lauritzen nucleation theory for the nanocomposites justiﬁes the facilitation of the nucleation and consequently the
occurrence of crystallization.
3.2.2. Investigation of the crystallization mechanism by the Avrami
equation
Isothermal analysis based on the Avrami equation [30,31] was
performed to investigate the kinetics of crystallization. Although
the Avrami equation represents the initial section of polymer
crystallization correctly, its exponent can provide valuable information about the crystallization behavior of polymers [32]. The
relative crystallinity curves of the nanocomposites in two different
temperatures are shown in Fig. 5. The crystallization half-times
obtained from the relative crystallinity curves are summarized in
Table 4. The Avrami double-log plots of the nanocomposites in both

temperatures are also shown in Fig. 6. As it can be seen, all nanocomposites have an n value (Avrami exponent value) in the range of
3e4 and 2e3 at 102 and 110  C, respectively. The low n values
correspond to two dimensional (disc shaped) spherulite growth
with predetermined and sporadic mechanisms at the beginning of
crystallization respectively, while higher n values are correlated to
three-dimensional spherulitic growth with a sporadic or a combination of sporadic and simultaneous nucleation types [32,53]. The
results show that in the presence of silica nanoparticles, an increase
in temperature pushes the crystallization mechanism for PLA from
three-dimensional to two-dimensional spherulitic nucleation and
growth. Similar effects were observed due to the plasticizing effect
CO2 has on the reorientation of polymer chains to less close-packed
planar crystals [54]. The crystallization rates (G) (reciprocal of t1/2)
of the nanocomposites are also summarized in Table 4. The crystallization rate increases with an increase in the loading of silica.
Furthermore, the nanocomposites show higher crystallization rates
at higher temperatures.
3.3. Effect of carbon dioxide on melt crystallization of
nanocomposites
The isothermal high pressure DSC plots of PLA silica nanocomposites under 15 and 21 bar carbon dioxide are presented in
Fig. 7. The crystallization half-time results from high-pressure DSC
measurements were also compared with atmospheric pressure in
Table 5. As can be observed, the crystallization half-time decreases
signiﬁcantly due to the plasticization effect of CO2 molecules, which
in turn causes an increase in the mobility of the polymer chains and
a decrease in the energy barrier for crystallization [54]. Based on
the Hoffman-Lauritzen nucleation theory, the solubilized CO2
plasticizes the matrix and facilitates the molecular movement that
leads to the decrease of energy barrier for reptational diffusion of
polymer chain (U*). On the other hand, application of high pressure
increases the melting point and undercooling (DT) according to the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation and, consequently, an increase in Df
increases the second exponential term in equation (10) and further
accelerates the crystallization rate.
In the other words, the activation energy barrier for crystallization comes from the chain energy dissipation which comes as a
result of chain retraction and folding [55]. The retraction and
folding phenomenon depends on not only the viscosity, but also
CO2, which, as a solvent is capable of diluting and plasticizing it
[3,56,57]. On the other hand, for a polymer chain to retract and
fold, it is required to create a new surface while interfacial tension
resists against this phenomenon. It has been shown that under

Fig. 7. Isothermal high pressure DSC plots of PLA 2002D and its silica nanocomposites at 102  C and a) 15 bar and b) 21 bar (peaks are exothermic).
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Table 5
Comparison between crystallization half-time of silica nanocomposites at three
different pressures of carbon dioxide.

Sample

Atmospheric

15 bar

21 bar

0.5 wt%
1 wt%
2 wt%
8 wt%

12.5
11.7
8.5
8.1

7.8
6.5
4.8
4.5

7.0
8.5
5.1
5.0

Table 6
Avrami exponent, kinetic constant, half-time, and crystallization rate of the PLA
3001D, 4032D and their silica nanocomposites at 102 and 110  C.

3001D
3001D-2
4032D
4032D-2
3001D
3001D-2
4032D
4032D-2

Temperature ( C)

n

k

t1/2 (min)

G (min1)

102

4.2
4.09
4.6
4.44
4.1
3.29
3.27
3.5

0.41
11.04
0.31
5.56
0.84
11.58
1.08
11.16

28
3.5
32
3.2
31
3.2
32
3.5

0.035
0.285
0.031
0.312
0.032
0.312
0.031
0.285

wt%
wt%
110
wt%
wt%

up to 20 bar.
3.4. Nanocomposites of different molecular weights and D-contents
of PLA

t1/2 (min)

Sample
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compressed CO2, the interfacial tension of polymer melts decreases, and by this same effect, compressed CO2 can increase the
rate of crystallization by lowering the activation energy associated
with it [20,58]. As the results show, by further increasing CO2
pressure, the crystallization half-time remains constant or slightly
increases. Other studies [54,59] showed an increase in both the
total crystallinity and the crystallization rate at pressures of CO2

The effect of nanoparticles on PLA crystallization can be
observed more clearly in the 4032D and 3001D grades, which have
a lower molecular weight, and less D-content compared to 2002D.
As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the 3001D and 4032D grades have a
very wide peak in the range of 35e40 min at both 102 and 110  C. It
can be further observed that surface-modiﬁed silica nanoparticles
accelerate the crystallization process by decreasing the half-time
by up to a factor of 10 at both 102 and 110  C. The observation
can be explained in terms of the average isotactic sequence length
(z ¼ XaD ) which is a measure of ordering in PLA chains [7]. Where a is
a coefﬁcient that depends on the source of D-lactide units in
polymerization feed (here it is equal to 2) and XD is the molar
fraction of D units. In both 3001D and 4032D polymers the average
isotactic sequence length and consequently the chain ordering is
high, therefore, the crystallization occurs even though it is very
slow compared with their nanocomposites. However, in PLA2002D
with lower level of chain order, only with presence of a heterogeneous nucleation (silica nanoparticles in our case), crystallization
occurs.
Analysis of the Avrami curves in Figs. 8 and 9 reveals that after
incorporation of silica nanoparticles the n value for 3001D and
4032D grades has not changed signiﬁcantly (see Table 6). In other
words, PLA undergoes three-dimensional bulk crystallization
before and after the incorporation of nanoparticles [50]. The reason
is the dependency of the lamellae growth to the adjacent ones in
3001D and 4032D samples as a result of higher density of

Fig. 8. Isothermal DSC and relative crystallinity plots of PLA 3001D (a and c) and PLA 4032D (b and d) and their silica nanocomposites at 102  C (peaks are exothermic).
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Fig. 9. Isothermal DSC and relative crystallinity plots of PLA 3001D (a and c) and PLA 4032D (b and d) and their silica nanocomposites at 110  C (peaks are exothermic).

homogenous and heterogeneous nucleation sites.
4. Conclusions
The present study was designed to determine the effect of
surface-modiﬁed silica nanoparticles on PLA crystallization. Both
isothermal and non-isothermal crystallization for various loadings
of silica nanoparticles were explored. The results showed a
remarkable improvement in crystallization rate and crystallinity for
PLA with high molecular weight and D-content. The WAXD patterns of the samples showed the appearance of a type crystal
structures with orthorhombic unit cells after the incorporation of
surface-modiﬁed silica nanoparticles. A modiﬁed HoffmanLauritzen nucleation theory justiﬁed the acceleration of crystallization by introduction of the surface energy of nanoparticles,
interfacial energy between nanoparticle and lateral surface of
crystals into the rate equation. Analysis of the Avrami equation
showed a three-dimensional spherulitic structure which, at higher
temperatures, proceeds towards a two-dimensional structure with
less packed crystals. It was shown that the presence of carbon dioxide increases the crystallization rate at 15 bar, but at the higher
pressure of 21 bar, the crystallization rate became nearly constant.
The crystallization rate of PLA grades with lower molecular weights
and lower D-content increased by up to a factor of 10 with no
change in crystallization mechanism after the incorporation of
surface-modiﬁed silica nanoparticles.
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